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resources are as limited as petroleum, another method of obtaining gaseous fuel is being developed. In the past year, the U. S. Bureau of Mines is exploring the possibilities of converting coal into gas. The production of gas underground would eliminate one step in the manufacture of coal and gasoline on the Fischer-Tropsch method, that of converting coal into gas before converting the gas into a liquid product. "The loss of values in the gas would be balanced by saving in furnaces and power."

Petroleum Out for Heating

Should the shortage become acute, liquid hydrocarbon fuels for space heating, like gasoline or Diesel fuel, will get priority over heating fuels. This would force the consumer to use liquid fuels for heating. Such use would involve some source of power. From solid fuels, coal burning itself, will present problems of ash disposal, and transportation of coal. Coal is costly, so that Dr. Silicon expects the coal industry will "slowly ease" with the petroleum industry. As coal becomes more and more expensive, the public turns to liquid fuels or heating.

The argument that Diesel oil is a more efficient fuel is exploded by Dr. Si lon's data that shows that Diesel oil has a lower heating value per ton than does bituminous coal. That statement intending, by the way, is underlined by Dr. Si lon's fact that "electricity has the last word" and that when the marginal fuel is bituminous coal, from utility point of view, it is 50 less expensive in which were liquid fuels.

Kennes House from Central Source

Facing the problem of some inside training again, Dr. Silicon suggests the Kennes House may be a central source. "People want to be taught" in Dr. Silicon's words, "and that, if the Kennes House can combine the training and explanation of items, he repeats, they can do it more effectively." Mr. Kennes, however, will be the first speaker in a new series of bi-weekly sports broad- casts to be heard from 9:00 to 9:15 Tuesday and Thursday evenings.

Swordsmen Have Successful Year

With only the Eastern Intercol-
legiate and the National Cham-
manship Meets remaining for the
I.M.T. swordsmen, a glance back at
their record shows a successful
year.

The fencers beat three teams and
lost to two. Victims of the Beaver
were Bowdoin College, Princeton,
and Brown. Tech also defeated the
B.U. team a second time in the triangular meet in which Bowdoin
was defeated. The fencers lost to
Harrard and Cornell.

Among those who were outstanding
for the Beaver team during the season were Marie Abate, who won
17 bouts, including 16 foil and one
cabinet. Captain John Wall, who won
16 (sid. and Fred Rayfield, who won
15.

Convocation
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The Biology Department, began the
series of talks by discussing Course VI.
He pointed out the fact that modern biology, as studied here at
the Institute, is quantitative and
not descriptive. The Alabama Power Company

The annual lecture in at least
18 schools. The pamphlet "In Preparation for Mar-
riage" has been sold all over the country at cost.

try Ruppert. it's Delicious!

Friday, March 19, 1948

WMIT Features

Talk by Compton

On Wednesday, March 24, at
9:00 p.m., Mr. Carl T. Compton,
will be the first speaker in a new
series of programs sponsored by
Station WMIT and the prominent
Institute personalities. The series
will be entitled "Ruppert, Try" and
will consist of interpretations
and explanations of items of interest to the faculty and students
body by the guest speakers.

Next scheduled speaker for the
month of April will be Dr. James
R. Kilman, president of the
Corporation.

In addition to the monthly talk Station WMIT is inaugurating a series of bi-weekly sports broad-
casts to be heard from 9:00 to 9:15 Tuesday and Thursday evenings.

A.A. NOTICES

Plans are now being made for the coming intramural soft-
ball season. All team entries have to be in the AA office by
5:00 p.m. today. The list of competencies are expected by
April 1, and the actual playing is to be started April 11.

Managers of all spring sports may obtain athletic equipment
without charge from 9:00 to 9:15 at Briggs Field House.
No equipment will be given out until the managers have
registered in at least 18 schools. The pamphlet "In Preparation for Mar-
riage" has been sold all over the country at cost.

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
Admits Men and Women

Registration
Day and Evening Programs — September 13 to 15, 1948
Early application is necessary.

Telephone KEnmore 4-6500.

For entertainment: you will appreciate visit . . .
Natty's Playhouse

"The Mayor of Scollay Square"

With the rhythm of DANNY PORTER

LIQUOR SOLD

THE CARNIVAL CAFE

5 Scollay Square